KYOTO

From 1st April 2019 to 30th of September 2019.

Take a taxi and tour Kyoto with a little guiding robot,
for a limited period only
Join the tour and get a special souvenir!


Kyoto Robo Trip Taxi
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Kyoto Robotic Guided Tour

Let Robohon Guide you!
As you go down Kiyomizuzaka, there
is a road called Sannenzaka on the
right side! It's supposed to be a very
famous road in Kyoto.

Tour Price (tax included・adults/children from 6 to 12）
One robot
per 2-3 people
One robot
per person

8,000
JPY 9,000
JPY

If you go to various
tourist places, Robohon
will explain them for you!

per person
per person

In Kyoto dialect, we say 'Oo-ki-ni'
instead of 'Arigato'

Itinerary with guiding robot
MK VIP Station (Kyoto
Station Hachijo-guchi exit)

Shōgunzaka Western
Observation Deck

Inside Shōgunzuka
Seiryu Temple Hall

Nanzen temple

Kiyomizu Temple

MK VIP Station (Kyoto
Station Hachijo-guchi exit)

How to apply

It will teach you
travel tips!

New Tour Feature!

Before applying, please read this

■ The tour will be cancelled if the minimum number of people (4) do not apply.
If this happens, we will contact you 4 days before the reservation, and return all your reservation fees.
■ Due to traffic conditions, departure and arrival times may change.
■ This tour's conditions and price are standard as of 1st April, 2019.
■ The price includes consumption tax and the entrance fees to Seiryu Temple.
■ RoboHon is loaned from MK VIP Station. One robot per group.

MK Co,.Ltd.

For reservation or questions
MK TRAVEL

「ロボホン」
「Robohon」is a trademark of the Sharp corporation.

※the ﬁnal returning time will be 5 pm

Even after the regular tour ends, you can enjoy some
private time!! You can enjoy taking pictures with Robohon
around Kyoto Station.

■ The type of taxi cannot be selected. (Vehicles used will be Hi-Ace or Caravan)
■ Other details will decided under the company's standard clauses.
■ If the customer cancels the tour of their own volition, cancel charges will be required.
They will be calculated until the day before the tour.
From 10 - 8 days
before

From 7 - 2 days
before

The day
before the tour

The day of the tour

If the customer doesn't show
or is unreachable
at the time of the tour

20% of the cost

30% of the cost

40% of the cost

50% of the cost

100% of the cost

075-757-6212

10:00〜18:00（Regular Holiday - Sunday）

FAX

075-662-1733

enjoy.kyoto@mk-group.co.jp (E-mail） http://www.mk-group.co.jp/travel/（MK TRAVEL WEB）
京都府知事旅行業

第2-288号

総合旅行業務取扱管理者

川越祥代

